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Goods are transported with the greatest possible care 
and commitment, but people often forget to safeguard 
their cargo. SBS Security & Safety Solutions develops 
and supplies products that prevent theft, and carefully 
considers what solution would suit your company best.

www.sbsnl.com

INTEGRITY
Lock & seal load areas automatically
upon door closure maintaining load
integrity.

ACCOUNTABILITY
Identify who was responsible for
the cargo with full transparency of
operation.

SYSTEM CONTROL & EFFICIENCY
Full access control of load areas,
with the option to eliminate driver
access.

• Emergency PIN code
• Emergency opening from the inside

SBS BDI
The SBS BDI is an electronic lock. When the roller door or hinged door is locked, the lock automati-
cally registers a unique number (seal) so that the integrity of the load is guaranteed. What makes the 
lock unique is that it works completely autonomously (wireless and powered by an internal battery), 
making it easy to install on the vehicle. The lock is unlocked by means of a transponder or a PIN code, 
thus ensuring that the lock can always be opened. 

The SBS BDI provides an insight into who is responsible for the load being transported. With this lock, 
you also have the facility to personalise access or even block it altogether.

Options:
• SBS I.Q. access control system
• Automatic locking

SBS inlock series
The SBS Inlock series is without doubt the most versatile and advanced lock that 
SBS has to offer. The system comes with 2 pins 20 mm thick as standard: these 
lock pneumatically into the bottom frame and the left-hand door. The modular 
construction enables upgrades to be carried out in order to ensure that the most 
stringent security standards continue to be met in the future. For example, the SBS 
Inlock series can be expanded to include 2 up to a maximum of 12 additional pins 
which lock into the frame all the way round, thus minimising the risk of breaking 
and entering. 

The SBS Inlock series can withstand extremely low temperatures and is suitable 
for installing on refrigerated vehicles, without any loss of temperature. When used 
in conjunction with the I.Q. access control system, you can set it up to your require-
ments – both online and offline. If the Inlock series is linked to SBS telematics, the 
whole system can be monitored online as well as expanded to include temperatu-
re, light and motion sensors and a tyre pressure monitoring system. 

Options:
• Freightlock (roller door)
• Anti-lift pins
• Various bypass procedures
• SBS telematics
• Alarm system
• TIR line cable clamp

High-end security
for trucks

SBS, a leading authority on logistic security solutions, are pleased to announce the release of the ‘Inlock Series’, a 
brand new modular based security application.
Drawing on the expertise of three transport security specialists, Inlock is the result of a collaboration between SBS, 
Maple and Fela Telematics - providing a unique security solution for carriers of high value goods.
As freight crime becomes ever more prominent and targeted, so to vehicle security must continue to evolve in 
order to combat this ever changing threat. Thanks to the modular construction of the Inlock series, you can tailor 
the system to meet your own security requirements.

How it works
The core components of this access control system 
are mounted within a self-contained stainless steel 
housing. Installed to the inside of the load area doors 
the main structure houses all electronic components, 
control unit, rechargeable battery back-up and the 
heavy-duty locking mechanism that controls up to 12 
pins (each 20mm in diameter).

The locking mechanism itself is controlled by a pneu-
matic cylinder that pushes the locking pins into the 
vehicle architrave upon closure. The operation of the 
locks is controlled via the sophisticated Maple IQ Access 
Control platform, which allows operators to utilise RFID 
transponders or secure PIN codes to unlock / lock the 
vehicle load doors.

The IQ platform also offers complete transparency of 
operation, providing detail of who accessed your vehi-
cles, when and even where. Operators can also maintain 
greater control over their fleet by setting parameters for 
individual employee’s access. 

Each and every unit is fully built, tested and supplied 
installation ready, for reliability and ease of fitting.

Inlock variations
The SBS Inlock has been engineered with flexibility in 
mind. The system is designed to be compatible with a 
diverse range of commercial vehicle bodies and to meet 
the varying demands of the logistics industry. 
Each system is equipped with the Maple IQ Access 
Control technology and can be tailored to meet the 
exacting requirements of individual clients.

Each system can be further upgraded to work with the 
Fela Online Security Management System, to access a 
host of additional operational benefits including but 
not limited to, remote lockdown capabilities.

 
Inlock Pro casing

Fela Online Security Management Features
This system provides you with additional online data 
tools, including;
•	 Door opened/closed
•	 PIN codes
•	 Seal Numbers
•	 Lock Status: pin in/out
•	 Battery voltage
•	 Engine on/off
•	 GPS Position
•	 Extensive reporting options

The Inlock System

Optimal cargo control
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SBS Containerguard
The SBS Containerguard is a mobile device which has been specially designed to record events which occur en route during intermodal trans-
portation. It is also possible for such events to be monitored by a control room. The SBS Containerguard has limited resistance to attacks. 
However, it is impossible to gain access to the container without removing the device. If 
that happens, you will receive notification that the vehicle has been tampered with. So 
you will always be kept up-to-date regarding the latest status of your load, enabling you 
to take action in the event of tampering. The SBS Containerguard is locked by means of 
a container pin seal.

Options: 
• Wireless light, shock, humidity and temperature sensor
• Adapters for different locks
• Lockable variant with high resistance to attacks

The SBS I.Q. is a high-quality sealing and access control system in one. The access 
control system is extremely flexible and can be set up based on your require-
ments. The system can be operated using RFID transponders and/or secure PIN 
codes, for example. The system can be remotely blocked (by means of geo-fen-
cing, for example).

The I.Q. access control system records every action. So you can check who opera-
ted the lock and when. If the lock is linked to the SBS telematics, live data can be 
retrieved from the lock such as door status, power supply, back-up battery voltage 
and location.

Option:
• SBS  telematics

SBS I.Q. access control system


